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RESUMEN

Este trabajo presenta importante información acerca de el Inglés como

idioma extranjero y la utilización de videos en las clases. Estos temas son de

gran importancia tanto para ios profesores de Inglés como para los

estudiantes. Este trabajo además analiza et impacto de los videos en las

clases de Inglés como idioma extranjero sobre los estudiantes. El primer y

segundo capítulo ofrecen una diversidad de definiciones esenciales acerca

del idioma Inglés como Lenguaje extranjero y acerca de Vídeos, sin embargo

las personas que leen estos temas pueden entender fácilmente y formular

sus propias conclusiones acerca de estos. El tercer capítulo contiene

algunas descripciones esenciales acerca de et uso de videos en el auta de

Inglés como lengua extranjera que pueden ser útiles para el proceso de

enseñanza aprendizaje, dependiendo del profesor que utiliza esta nueva

tecnología y como la utiliza.



ABSTRACT

This work presents important information about English as a foreign

language and the use of videos in the classroom. These topics are realty

important for English teachers and also for students that are teaming this

language. This work also analyzes the impact of videos in English classroom

over the students. The first and second chapíer offer a lot of essential

definitions about English as a Foreign Language and about Videos: however,

peopte that read these topics can undersíand easily and formúlate their own

conclusions about them. The third chapter contains some essential

descriptions about the use of videos in the EFL classroom that can be useful

for the teaching and learning process, depending on the teacher that uses

this new technology and how it is used.
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INTRODUCCIÓN

Leaming a new language is sometimes a difficult task for students and they

usualfy geí bored in the English classroom. The most common probíem

seems to be the lack of new methods or strategies during class.

The use of videos in the EFL classroom is an important tool that helps

teachers to get the studenís attention and this technique cannot be ignored in

the learning process, otherwise, the students show more interest in the

classes when teacher uses this kind of technoiogy.

Teachers that face a variety of difficulties every day when they teach English

as a Foreign Language shoutd be aware of the use of new techniques

according to the needs of students and also they have to maintain updatíng

theír knowledge and their materials.

There are many uses of videos in order to improve the feaming process and

this work presents the benefits of videos because it is important for teachers

to use this technique in a correct way. The process to acquíre a new

ianguage is a hard activity but this process has been improving over the

years and some useful actívities have been created as good attematíves to

make the leaming process easy.



CHAPTERI

1.- Leaming Engiish as a Foreign Language

Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Engiish as a foreign or second Language

says thaí Engiish is a language with great reach and influence, it is taught al)

over the world in many different circumstances. tn some countries where

Engiish is spoken as a native language, this language has two directions to

be taught as instructions for people who want to live in an Engiish- speaktng

country and for those who do not want to live in an English- speaking

country, but need íhis language for different situations.

English has many differení words from the United States and from The

United Kingdom; this language also has much diversity because it has

adopted foreign words from many countries íhat is why this language has

some words that we do not understand easily because they are not in

Engiish, these words are acqutred by taking them from drfferent languages.

In some places in the United States, English is acquired because of the

necessity of communicatton specially for peopie who airive to this ptace for

working or for tourism, so English becomes a mixture of different languages.

English as a Foreign Language indicates the use of English ín regions where

it is not spoken, but tt is leamt and studied by a huge amount of people. The

leaming of this language can occur in students as part of the normal school

curriculum. Also this language is leamed in order to pass exams as a

necessary part of education, or for career progression, for working or for



international business, also for people that need to travet abroad for ti
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The artide pubiished in EFL Methods of earfy childhood development

stimulation, says that the tearning of English also assumes a variety of

difficutties for tearners in the study of it, these difftculties are a consequence

of their native language that is different from Engtish. For exampte a native

Chínese may face more difficulties than a native speakers of Germán,

because Germán is closely related to English, and Chínese is not. Another

problem for learners is that they often produce errors of syntax and

pronunciatbn that are the result of their firsí taguage ¡nfluence, ateo

vocabutary becomes confusing in certain words, However, these problems

are typtcally stronger in beginners when the are trying to learn a new

language; students may nave different percepíions into the dassroom when

they are teaming a foreign language , also there are many drfferences in the

culture that are very significant for peopte who need to leam a new language

that invotves another culture and tradition because it is necessary to assume

the language with its different aspects

There are many theories in iníeJIectuaJ deveJopment and learning language,

one of the most frequentty and extensivety apptied is the theory of múltiple

intelligences in which the teacher uses games in order to introduce

vocabülary or grammar and also the teacher has ío Icok for new activities in

order to active the motivation on the students, It is important to stimufate

students by using warm ups to do the learning process easter and fun in this

way students wouid want to go to dass every day and every class.



A new study on how well students team second tanguages from teachers

with accents suggests that teachers with a very heavy accent or whose

speech is ungrammatical nave to be removed because it is important for

students to listen to the correct pronunaation of a language in order to

acquire rt easiiy. It is clear that there are some important aspects for learning

another tanguage just how deep an accent has to be considered a problem,

According to a new research study conducted in Israel, learn a second

language better from a teacher who speaks in the same accent as they do.

The study, published in the journal of Psycholinguistics, shows that students

who learn from a teacher with the same accent nave an easier time

understanding the material, they do not nave to spend time trying to

understand English in a different accent so rt shows that students that learn a

second language from a native speaker nave a better tevel of understanding

and they can understand people with dtfferent accent around the wortd, rt is

not the same with students that learn the second language from a teacher

that dees not nave the correct pronunciation and intonatíon of that language

because they can not understand the spoken tanguage in different accents.

Stepnen B. Stryker and Betíy Lou Leaver síaíe that "Learning a second

language has been compared to team to ríde a bicycfe, íeaming to play

tennis, or leamíng to play a musical instrument. In sprte of broad recognrtion

that the best way to team these skills is by doing tnem, not just by studying

about them or performing exercises and drills, our tradrtional foreign

language ciasses resemble music classes in which al) of the learners' time is

spent pracíicing scates and studying theory, and they are not permitted to



play any real pieces until they are proficient enough to give a recital" (LOU

LEAVER, Betty, 1997, page 3)

Leaming a second language is an important fact around the world, because it

is necessary for different situations. There are many ways to tearn a new

language but ít depends on the teachers to choose the correct techniques to

make a correct understanding on students.

1.1 Foreign Language Education

The foreign language Education has increased in the last decades in

American couples because they betieve children, teenagers and adutts need

to learn another language, a foreign language is a requirement in both high

schooi and coliege and also at university. Many students take another

tanguage since first grade because ít has an incredible importance; however,

it is applied to all majors. In these years of globaiization, the more languages

you speak, the beíter, so foreign language requirements in schooi can really

help a lot to students and professiona! people. The case for many people is

that they íearn enough foreign language to survive a class, but that is it, they

can not apply to real life. While language requirements are good thing,

students shouid nave emphasis on leamíng the language, not just a few

vocabularies, they need to learn the differences between tenses and the

correct appíicatiofi of grammar strucíures, also idtoms and the functions of



the language in order to be able to communicate using it. (Hann Sarah,

August2010)

To learn a foreign language is necessary, not only for students, it is also

necessary for people who want to get a better position to travel abroad or to

have a better job, so ít is nevar late to learn a foreign language because it

can help to reach many goals. People of drfferent ages are tearning foreign

ianguages in many couníries in order to improve their knowtedge about the

wortd cultures and with the hope of traveling abroad in order to get a better

job or for business facts. The foreign language education is a large process

where peopte try to get enough knowtedge, but not just about the

grammatical structures, people need to leam how to live in that country

where the foreign language is spoken.

1.2 EFL Acquisition

It is easy to find many courses that offer to learn English in few days, so

these courses promtse students or people that they will be able to speak with

native speakers and have a good communication applying many programs

that provide plenty of positive reinforcement that wili keep learners on track.

Actually, there are a lot of methods based on iistening activtties that help

students to leam a new language using the same method we all leam our

ftrst language. The traditional language course depended on repetitton and

written work it was used for many people to study and acquire a new

language in that way, but nowadays there are many people that consider the



new technology usefut in order to leam a foreign language very fasí, in fact

there are many institutions, high scnools and ateo ai university using the

technoJogy in order to make the learning process easier and mofe fun than in

the past. The new methods do not requtre any written work, instead, it is

based on other strategies that involve audio and oral activtties that help

studerrts achieve faster language comprehensión and buitd a Core

Vocabutary to píck up the correct grammar and accent. (PARNÉS, Francine,

2006)

"Acquiring Engfish as a second ianguage is a process compared to learning

to ride a bicycte or learning to play a musical instrument, the best way to

íeam these skills is by doing, not just by studying. The tradttional Engtish as a

Foreign Language classes were different from now, because students were

not able to talk until they were proficient enough and they had to receive ali

the information by listening and reading, they did not practice oral activities,

on the other hand, now it is important to encourage studerrts to leam a new

language by píaytng real pieces and use the ianguage as a real rneans of

communication from the first class, it means that students are able to practice

the English production since first levéis and to develop the oral

communication. There are different methods that teachers appiy in order to

make students independent leamers and continué the íeaming process

beyond the classroom. It is like a bird that spreads íts wmgs and leaves the

nest, so teacher's goal is to show students how to fíy" (LOU LEAVER, Betty,

1997, page 10) Michael Fee stated that one of the best method to learn

English as a foreign Language is face to face, because to learn a new



language is in order to communicate not just for learning new separated

words. It is to use these words to respond ¡n context, watching facial muscles

to team how words are pronounced, teaming gestures, thís method is very

effective to learn Englísh easily and in few time. (Fee Michael, 2009)

It is not easy to acqutre a new language, so it is important for people who

want to team it, to start wrth this process eartier and try to get all the possible

details in order to improve the opportunities to communicate in a correct way

by using the Engiish language. There is a varíety of activities that hefp

students and people to acquire Engiish as a foreign tanguage, but the most

important thing is to look for the correct environment and choose the

appropriate ways to practice this language by lísíening to conversations in

Engtish as much as possible, by reading books, magazines or artictes, by

wríting essays, descríptions or just sentences, and also by speaking in role

plays or conversations, so the learning process can be more active and

interesting.

1.3 Foreign Language Leamíng Practice

To get better pronunciaron and to understand a foreign language is

necessary to practice in each opportunity this language so whoever can

practice some quick vocabulary taking a few moments on íhe way to work, in

a café or d u ring a break, students that are learning a new language can

practice among them, there are many exercises on the word wide web that

help students to practice the skills of this language; listening, speaking,



reading and writing which are necessary to acquire a foreign language

quickly.

A good way to practica a foreign language is by conversations that could be

online or by meeting with native speakers or just among the classmates,

Another way to practice a ianguage ís by correspondence, wiíh íhís activity

people can improve writing skills as well as reading skilfs or simply exchange

messages with members who are looking for a correspondence exchange. A

foreign language ieamer can practice the language by text and volee chat

when someone is chatting with a native speaker and also by using a chat

software of choice: Skype, Windows tive Messenger, Google taik, etc.

(Conversation Exchange, 2005)

Speaking Engíish as a foreign language is necessary and important;

nowadays there are many ways to do it, espectalty for peopte who want to

learn this language in a little time for traveling or for passing an important

exam or just for applying for a better job. Students and teachers are using the

new technology in order to get better resources to practice Engíish. tt is easy

to took for a video, listening activities or reading articles on the internet. The

internet heips students to find a variety of exercises in order to practice all the

skills also this exercises show the resuiís and the grades for the practice, so

students can do the exercises again and agaín in order to improve their

knowtedge. The language practice is the only way to learn the language.

Engíish as a Foreign Language is taught in almost ail countries in the worfd

because it is very important in order to facilítate the communication among
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people from different parts of the world also students need to learn English to

pass the year or an exam. There are many ways to team this íanguage,

some people start since chitóren and other start when adults, but the most

important thing is to found the correct method that helps students to acquire

this íanguage easiiy and in an exciíing way.



CHAPTER ti

2. - Video

Wikipedía the free encyclopedia states that "Video is the technology of

etecíronicaily capí u ring, recordíng, processing, síonng, íransmitííng and

reconstructing a sequence of stiíl images representing scenes in motion"

(Wikipedia, august 2010)

Also it says thaí the term video comes from íhe words "I see", and from the

Latín word "videre", so video means to see or to watch. Video usuatty refers

to many storage formáis for moving pictures. The quality of video depends on

the capturing method and storage used. A huge varíety of methods are used

to compress video slreams also video data corrtains spatial and temporal

redundancy, making uncompressed video steams extremely inefficient,

likewise, temporal redundancy can be reduced by registering differences

between trames, this task is known as interíname compression,

There are different kinds of video transmission and storage vídeos. For

transmission, there is a physicai connector and signa! protocol. A physical

link can bring certatn "dísplay standards" whích specifies a particular refresh

rate, disptays resoíution and color space. There is a number of analog and

digitat tape formáis and digital video files can also be stored In addrtion to

the physical format used by the storage or transmission médium, the stream

of ones and zeros that is sent must be in a particular digital video "encoding",

11
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of which a number are available. . (Wikipedia, video compression, August

2010)

Video is a digital object used to transmit messages through a screen, it is

very useful and actually it is oñen used for different porpoises. Also video is

used to present reports, stories, or just for getting entertainment on televisión

or videos online.

2.1 Htgh Definition Vídeo

ít is called HD video and refers to any system of higher resotution than

standard-deftnition video. Hkjh definition video is defined through the number

of tines in the vertical display resolution, One important parí of the HD video

is the progressive scanning that redraws an image frame (all of its lines)

when refreshing each image. Other part of HD video is interlaced scanning

that draws the image field every other line or fórgotten numbered lines during

the first image. High-definition signáis require a high-definition televisión or

computer monitor in order to be viewed.

"High-definition video has an aspect ratio of 16:9 .The aspect ratio of regular

widescreen film shot today is typícalíy 1,85:1 or 2,39:1, Standard-definition

televisión (SDTV) has a 4:3 aspect ratio, although in recent years many

broadcasters have transmitted programe "squeezed" horizontalty in 16:9

anamofphic format, in hopes that the vtewer has a 16:9 set which stretches

the image out to normal-looking proportions, or a set which "squishes" the

image verttcatly to present a "letterbox" view of the image, again with corred

proportions. High definition image sources indude terrestnal broadcast, direct
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broadcast satetlite, digital cable, high definition disc, internet downloads and

the latest generation of video game consoles. The opticat disc standard blue-

ray dtsc can provide enough digital storage to store hours of high definition

video contení. DVDs look better on screens that are smaller than thirty six

inches (91 cm), they are not always up to the challenge of today's high

definition sets. Storing and playing high definition movies requires a disc that

holds more information" (Wikipedta the free encydopedia, 23th May 2011)

Films have a very high resolving médium definition, it depends on the year

and format that a movie was filmed atso the size of the image is a fact that

can influence in the resolution of the video, People can use whichever

definition of videos in order to transmit or to watch a video.

2.2 Description of Video

Video is a íechnology used to catch, record, process, transmit and reproduce

a sequence of representative images of a scene that is in movement The

beginning of video is related with the intendance to overeóme the necessities

that the televisión had. So the first transitions were made on live and with the

possibility to be recordad, it made easier the program process. Video can be

transmitted in various physical medias atso the term video is often used

infbrmally to refer to both videocassette recorders and video cassettes.

A new technique called video description has been implemented in many

countríes in order to allow bfínd people to understand the vicíeos or the

televisión programs, in this way videos may become accessibie to those who

are blind or visually impaired. Video description is increasingly used in North
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America in order to ensure the videos understanding ad it tries to have

access to the cultural and educational experience that comes from these

visual media. The most common benefits of video description said by blind

and visually impaired viewers are the following:

1) Gatning knowtedge about the visual world.

2) Gaining a better understanding of televised materials.

3) Feeling independen!

4) Experiencing social connection

5) FeeJing equality with those who do not have visual impairments

6) Experiencing enjoyment

7) Relief of burden on sighted viewers with whom they watch.

(BURGER, Domtnique, 1996)

People have seen videos as a new tecnnology in different ways, for exampíe,

the video has been used since the past as a tool for recording films, reports

or soup operas, but it has been changmg and the uses of video have

increased every day and nowadays it transmits a variety of situations, also it

communicates feelings and it is an efficient tool for education, so it is the

most popular technotogy that has developed very fast giving peopte good

levéis of lifé.
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2.3 Uses of Videos

Vídeos ¡ncreasingly are used ¡n museums around the United States, in order

to make films and exhibíts accessible to blind people (because atso there are

the video descriptions) and visually impaired patrons.

Aíso there are different uses of videos, iike: educaíiona! videos that shows

an increasingíy use as a learning tool in the ciassroom, In addition to the

benefits of videos, there are the televisión programs that present important

videos and aíso everybody can find a vanety of videos on the internet. They

can atso benefit ctassroom developing some activrties according to the

vídeos,

"Another important use of video ís the video description, that as the future of

computers moves more toward graphics and multimedia, we expect that the

techñique of video description wili be incorporated as an additional step

toward affording blind and visuaily impaired computar users equai access to

technology" (BURGER, Dominique 1996)

According to Warschauer, the use of videos have been gathered informally

from many teachers that have used them on different activities, so the most

common benefits of the videos are the foHowing:

* Gaintng knowtedge about the visual World, according to the comments

of visual viewers, videos have hetped them gam knowledge about

vahous visual aspects of social interaction including Information about

the types of body language that people exhibit in social circumstances,
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and about other cultural norms that people typícally leam about visual,

such as styíes of dress and physical appearance. These are important

Dieces of knowtedge that woutd otherwise be difficult to ascertain

through "incidental learning" and which have the potential for aiding to

peopíe to socialize with others , also through it síudents can team

about other cultures, can watch places that are so far and also can

know important people.

• Gaining a better understanding, when the videos are showed it is

easier to have a better idea of what is occumng during programming,

so it is useful to increase leaming and enjoyment It is a clear form to

show as a direct way the topics that want to be introduced getting a

better understanding than a writing presentation

• Feeiing independent it is when the video description is used and

allows people who are bttnd or vísuatly impaired to feei more

independent because they are able to follow what they are watching

wrthout the help of others.

• Experiencing Social Connection because the description allows

people to feel included in the social activíties and have information

about the rest of the woríd, so people can share various social aspects

as behavior in front of difficult srtuations, and also people can get good

details of important people.
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• Experiencing enjoyment, it is the most often use of video, mosí people

use vicíeos in order to get fun in free time or to share time wiíh famíly.

Since the past the videos are used prindpally to entertain children,

teenagers and adults with films, movies, videos of music and in this

way peopie don't get bored easily.

(WARSCHAUER, 1996)

It is clear that there are severa! possible reasons for using videos in the daify

activities and events for entertainment, for social activities and also for

language teaching, one rationale is found in the belief that the linguistic

nature of video communication is desirabíe for promoting language learning

so it is better a course with video that is more lexically and syntacticalty

complex than oral discourse.

"A recent study conducted by AFB on the psychological, social and cognitive

impacts of adding video in some activities, fbund that there was a strong

preference of video techniques among participants because they fett that it

makes programs more enjoyable, interesting and informative. Furthermore,

objective measures showed that participants who saw videos teamed more

than did those who just read or listen to some information" (BURGER,

Dominique, 1996)

Another possible reason for using video is that it creates optimal conditions

for leaming to speak with a correct pronunciation and also it helps students to

devetop the other skills. The second possible reason is that it can increase

motivation in students and they don't get bored in ctassroom and they can be
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strongly motivated to learn new things. And the tast reason for usíng videos

in English as a Foreign Language cíassroom is that using this too! is part of

the future success and it is important for teachers and students to team the

correct use of this new technology because it will be part of many academic,

social and daily acíivities for people so they must be prepared for the

chaltenges that they will face.

2.4 Educativo Video

Educative videos are the video graphics materials that can be usefui in

education, this defmition involves the didactic videos, made with an specific

intentionaiity, also other videos that were not made for education porpoises

but they are usefui in the leaming process and also they are used for most

teachers in ciassroom.

Wikipedia the free encyclopedia says that "educative technology offers a

variety of alternatives to improve the teaching-learning process. So there are

drfferent resources that can be applied fbr didactic process, one of them is

the video, that has been devetoped during the last decades and it is

accessibte to use the new technotogtes that every day is being more popular

and usefui. There an important questíon for many people, Can the video be a

usefui material for teachers? It is possible that video ís a great tool for

teachers when it is used in a correct way atso it representa an atternative that

can help teachers to motívate students in the ciassroom* (Methodotogy in

Language teaching,2002, page 362)
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The last years teachers have been using some technologicat resources in the

educative field creating a new perspecíive and methodotogy to practica many

creative acttvtties in the classroom. The video is used as a technological tool

that presents a high level of expression so it can reach a big motivatíon in

students and it becomes an important part of leaming process for the

student.

The use of video can be made from differení contexís, for example, as a

curricular complement at school, high school or at unrverstty. Also video can

be considered as a part of an important job; another way to use videos as

educational toot is for an autonomic learning, it is when someone wants to

leam something by him or herself. The use of videos altows teachers and

students to use it in many activities that result significant for the leaming

process, for exampie, to stop the image in an important part of the video to

show something transcendental, go back to repeat or watch again a part of

the video. An educative video is the audiovisual material for the teaching

process. (Wikipedia the free encyclopedia, 25th May 2011)

There are many questions to think about, but these are some of the most

important questions that need to be addressed before teachers decide to use

new techniques of video in the classroom, ateo it is necessary to know that

the video can be educative in aímost all cases, but there are videos that have

dtfíerení porpotses than education, so it depends on the correct use of these

videos.
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2.5 Classification of Educa ti ve Videos

Marques says that according to the global concept that involves the term

educative video, it is necessary to make a categorization in which atl the

potential applications of video must be considered so video can be ciassified

in:

• Documental video that shows ordered information about a specific

topic e. g- a video about mine activ/ty.

• Narrativa video that has a narrativa part through the reievant

information that is presented fór the students e.g. a video that shows

an important person life.

• Monoconceptual lesson is a very short video that presents a

determinad concept e.g. a video about the concept of a food chain.

• Thematic lesson is the cíassic video that presents in systematic way

and tn a deep and gradual way for the receptora a specific theme e.g.

a video about the inftuence of the pre-Colombian art.

• Motivator video pretends to impact, motívate, interest people that

watch it, so it doesn't matter if it has to change the systematization of

contents and a little of scientific content e.g. a video that wants to

prevent the AIDS in people.

(MARQUES Pere, 2003)
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The educative video is classified in many different categones that show us

the principal porpoises of it, wíth this ciassification aíl peopte can choose the

oorrect video, depending on the necessity of them. It is necessary to know

these categories of video in order to use it in a correct way.

2.6 Functions of Videos

An articte wrote by Marques and published on the internet says that the video

is a successful and useful material for different porpoises and it has many

functions according to the use of it.

The functions are;

• Infbrmative: a lot of videos are made to share information about

structures of the real Irte, and aíso give information about the wortd

events and important activities.

• instructíve: another function of videos is to direct and condition the

teaming to reach the cognitive devefopment.

• Motivator: videos are motivator when they catch the atterrtion of

síudents, also when it causes interest support; this is an important

function of video especiaiíy when it is used for teachers in the

classroom in order to motívate students, or when the video is used to

motívate a specific group of people.

• Tester videos can use the self observation in order to test, also videos

encourage students to analyze and look for a correct determination.
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• Searcher: videos are used in order to search certain information

through the films, documenta*, reporters or news, so with a video

people can find many useful information.

• Meta linguistics: videos have other important function they use the

audiovisual ¡anguage.

• Expressíve: when the vídeo ís used to caten the correct expression of

the srtuation and transmrt the message with all the expressions tnat

communicates feelings.

• Testimonial: this function of videos is used to show the real story or

real storíes that teíl a situation.

• Innovator: the video has the function of innovating and creating new

and interesting activities in order to improve the use of it.

(Dr. MARQUES GRAELL, Pere, 1999)

It is ctear that videos show many different important functions, one of them is

that videos are used to team world cultures as birthdays in the United States,

celebrations in England, ateo síudents can get information about current

News and events, wrth this videos peopte can watch reporte events that are

currently happening in varíous countríes in the world, videos can presen! also

storíes, in order to get more detaite, another function of video is the iearníng

resource center, that is a certain kind of material for students that contains

different tasks and activities with comprehensíon check, discussion and

writing strategtes, grammar understanding and English conversations that

hefps students to leam oral English. (Methodology in Language Teaching,

2002, pag.376)
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Videos have many functions that show the importance of them, since years

ago videos have been an important parí of the daiiy entertainment and they

have been designed for different porpoises, the most important of them is to

show in a real and detaíled way a story, news or reports in order to make

peopte understand the facts.

2.7 Advantages of Videos

The use of video is really valuable in order to reach many goals and it has a

tot of advantages, especialty when it is used to explain something or when it

is used for educative porpoises. One of the most important advantage is the

versatility because video has many functions and they can be used in

different forms. Video ateo motivates síudents to team or to pay attention in

thís way students can catch the message of the video. In addition, video can

develóos the critic attitude on peopie who are not sure about some facts of

Iffe

Another advantage of video is that it shows expressions through the

emotions that it transmits and the feelings that it presents in many films, so it

makes the understanding easier moreover, video has a better access to the

meanings because peopie can watch images and listen to words and sounds

that show a representation of the real life Teacher can use the video to teach

languages and make the íearning process easy when teacher repeats the

video many times until the pronunciation was caught. Video is useful

because rt develops people's imagination and intuition so they are abte to
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créate new stoñes or they are able to buitd a new knowledge based on the

important facts of the education. (WARSCHAUER, 1996)

Video also is good because rt can provide a rich data base of authentic

material for classroom, it offers an excellent tool for interactive learning

between teacher and students, also the video provides an excellent context

for collaboratíve materials development very useful for language leaming

process, It has multimedia and capabilities, which combine graphics, sounds

and movies that are partícuíariy conducive to language leaming.

(Methodology in Language teaching, 2002, pag.362)

Neverthetess, video has proved to nave substantial advantages over

tradrtional methods or techniques used in the past As with any other

technoíogy, when video is used, the time and the effort needed to make

understanding a specific topic is reduced, because the communication

between teacher and students is through the video, in this way the subject is

fun and interesting. Video is the most useful tool used in different activities

because many cotors, ptótures and even audio can be presented as

inexpensivety text

2.8 Disadvantages of Videos

As videos nave many important uses, videos also nave many negative facts

that can affect the use of them, for example, sometirnes videos don't

represent the real situation, just show an imaginary story. Videos also can be

bored for some students that are not interested on learníng a part of the wide
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ianguage sküls. The video can distract some students and instead of catching

their attention, it can become distracted for them.

Many people around the world use videos in dífferent ways because they

have become an important part of life, but these videos are used in various

circumstances, for exampte, in educatton, in business, at work, and at home

as entertainment. The most useful application of videos for teachers is in

dassfoom, speciaily when the teacher is teacning a foreígn language, the

use of them makes the classes more active and interesting.



CHAPTER III

3.- Video in the EFL Classroom

Videos are often used in different classes especially in foreign language

ciassroom because it is a important too! for íearning in a better way.

The video supplies students' needs; also video becomes an integral part with

other áreas of the language curriculum. A video can achieve important goais

of motivating students' interest, another characteristic of videos in the EFL

classroom is to provide realistic listening practica and stimulating language

use. Videos in classroom also heíghíen students1 awareness of particular

language points or other aspects of communication can be improved or

destroyed by the way the video is introduced. (Methodology in Language

Teachtng, 2002, page 364)

Most English teachers, even those who consider themsefves technology

novices, have severa) relativa advaníages when íearning to use the videos.

There are most cases skilled at English, experienced ai typing or

keyboarding, and have some basíc computer Irteracy. ESL students in the

other hand, at least in some cases, may lack these basic prerequisites. Atso

teachers have had students who are quite experienced in using videos, also

there are students who had seldom used technologies and lacked the

vocabuiary, reading, and listening skills to follow instructions for using a

video.

26
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3.1 Role of the Teacher

The ftrst íhing for teachers to do is to ciartfy his / her goaís, when the goals

are specified, the teacher can design the appropriate tasks and activiíies to

be applied in the classroom, so the teacher plays a key role for reaching the

success or failure in the use of videos in the language classroom. It is the

teacher who is responsable to selecí the video, rétate the video to the

students' needs also the teacher should promote active viewing and should

intégrate the video wíth other áreas of the language curriculum.

(Methodotogy in Language Teaching, 2002, page, 364)

"Stempleski discusses the positive features of vídeo mate riáis and presents

guidelines which can help teachers plan their video lessons efféctivety. With

carefu! and systematic píanning, video-based lessons can be highly

stimulating, and provide a rich resource for language iearning. Stempteski

emphasizes the key rote of the teacher in the use of video, saying that it is

the teacher, not the video who can make any video-based tesson a fruitful

language tearning experience. It is the teacher who chooses the video,

design tasks ad activities that facilítate active iearning, prepares students for

the previewtng, viewing and post viewing activities "(Methodology in

Language Teaching, 2002, 362)

Most teachers do not present a print-based lesson without reviewing the

materials first. it is necessary and important that teacher should follow the

same practice in using video, so the teacher must treat the video material as

seriously as any other language teaching materia! shoutd be treated. The

main role of teachers when using videos is, first to check the entire video
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before planning class activities, preferably several times and wrth the video

transcript ín hand. Anothar choice íhat teachers have is to use suggested

activities from a publisned video language course and also try to the activities

in order to anticípate difficulties or questions that students may have.

Teachers can promote active vtewing and try to increase students'

comprehenston and recatt by planning video retated lessons for three stages

of activities as previewing, viewing, and post viewing, For previewing

activities is necessary to prepare the students to watch the video by applying

their background knowledge, stimulating interest in the topic, one simple way

to do this through asking students to predict the content. For viewing

activittes is important to facilítate the actual viewing of the video. These

activities involve playing and reptaying the entire sequence or reíevant parts

and requiríng students to focus on important aspects such as tactual

tnformation. So it ís a good idea to provide activities that focus on the basic

situation first. For the post viewing activities is necessary to react to the video

or to practice some particular language point. Ín this activittes is important to

apply dtscussions, role play, debate, writtng activities and reíated reading.

(Methodotogy in Language Teaching, 2002, pag,366)

Ail these activiíies and many other possibilities shouJd be planned by the

teachers and should be applied in an effiactive way in order to do the video

an important too! for learning Englísh. It Ís worth emphasizing that the

teacher, not the video, is responsible for making ay video based lesson

rewarding language tearning experience. So íike ay teacher resource. Video

is the best too! when it is used carefully and intelligently. However, the use of
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video in classroom will determine how valuabíe it is perceived to be by the

students and how significant it wiíl be for thsm in the language teaming

process. (Methodology in Language Teaching, 2002, pag.366)

Teachers have to provide certain kind of support to prevent students from

betng ful( of difficulties it can take different forms, for example: creating

detailed handouts that students can refer to when the video class is finished;

building video-training sessions into the class scheduie, not only in the

beginning but on an ongoing basis; assigning students to or work in pairs or

groups, during and after vídeos, so that they can provide assistance to each

other: providing detaits to students about how and when they can get

assistance from videos or other on campus outside of class and being

availed to help students when they are most likely to need it. (Methodology in

Language Teaching, 2002,pag.37l)

"It is importarrt that the teacher must team to become a "guide on the side"

rather than a "sage on the stage", a situation based on communication

between students, but in which the students have little say over the topics or

outcomes of that communication, is not likely to lead to the kind of

atmosphere óptima! for language iearning. it should be olear that involving

students in determining the class direcUon does not imply a passive role for

teachers. Teachers' contribution is in learner-centered video-tasks include

coordinating group planning, focusing students' attention on linguistics

aspects of iistening and watching videos, helping students gain metalingutstic

awareness of genres and discourses, and assisting students in developing

appropriate Iearning strategies" (Warschauer Turbee, & Roberts, 1996)
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Teachers have an important role in the EFL classroom because they are the

responsible of the Language acquisrtion, so \ is important that teachers plan

the classes using the correct strategtes, materials and acttvities in order to

build in students the significant knowledge.

3.2 Role of the students

In the process of learning a new language, students have a big responsibility

in their academic and curricular acttvities as the decisiva elements in

promoting positives outcomes so students can strongly contribute to their

own learning and the development of the climate in all can learn. Students

should extend their class activities, for example, they should go to librarles,

laboratories, and gatteríes, these activities ímprove and reinforce the

knowledge, also there are some informal activities as clubs and organizations

or students conversations. Some researches have demónstrate that rt is

really important the effort of students in their studies because ft is easy the

learning process and students that are irresponsible in their studies diminish

the leve! of knowfedge. (Todd Davis, 1993)

It is important the role of students in the learning process because it is the

first too) that the teacher has to prepare. Síudents decide whaí they waní to

leam and rt is easy to reach the goals,

3.3 Using videos to teach English

The use of videos in class has not always been reaily appreciated by

administrators in education, it was considered a waste of time also it was

constdeted as something used by teachers when they did not have anything
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better ío do, or when they had not preparad their lessons. But the use of

vídeo in an appropriate way can be reafíy usefuí for teachers and students

because they can team Engltsh in a natural way afso it aüows students to

associate vocabulary in context. It is important to use videos as a tool for

communication because students become more motivated than just doing

exerctses in their notebooks it attows them to express their ideas and, in this

way they can feel important in class and work hardly.

There are many different interesting and funny videos tnat can be used in few

minutes as songs for primary school and for teenagers, also short stories can

be presented for children. Videos are used as a source for listening and

speaking practica at any age. The ideal videos to be used in class are the

ones that are short, tast just some minutes, so teachers can do many

activities with them. And on the other hand children and teenagers can pay

attention because it is a different activity; ít has got some images and

dffferent sounds, dffferent voices. So it is important to indude videos in an

ESL class in order to provide students with opportunities to listen and

practice authentic language in use, especially when teachers are not native

speakers and when students do not have the opportunity to tatk with native

peopte. Many teachers have used videos in the classroom in order to teach a

foreign language and agree that is the easiest tool they have worked with

and consíder that it is an appropriate technique or process that facilítales the

apphcation of senses for students.
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3.4 Cuide Students Toward Appreciating Video as a

Language Learning Tool

It is necessary to make students understand that video in the classroom is

not a waste of time, it is necessary to practico and team the tanguage but

also students know that televisión and video are doseíy associated with

leisure and entertainment so many students expect entertainment in cíass

when a video is presented, that is why it is necessary for teachers to lead

students to appreciate a video as a valuabie tooi for learning a foreign

language and hetp students to develop viewing skills. When people watch

televisión or video for entertainment, they usually do it passively, it means

that they do not pay attention to the details as gestures or other nonverbaí

signáis, or listen to carefully the information or intonation in the voices. So alt

these aspects make the video an important part of the ctass and enrich the

use of video for tanguage learning, (Methodology in Language teaching,

2002, page 365)

in additíon video is an important tool for teaching English as a foreign

language so it is necessary for teachers to prepare a good plan for the video

class and it will be a successful activity for the teacher and students, also the

class becomes interesting and motivaíed, it altows students to be abte to get

betíer understanding.

It is clear that technology is developing so rapidly that it can often be difftcult

to make effective use of videos in the classroom, teachers must thus take a

step back and focus on some basic pedagogical requirements, but tt is so
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necessary because nowadays there are different guidelines, courses and

trainings that are designed in order to help teachers ímptement videos

activities and technotogies into the second tanguage classroom, In this way

teachers can créate many different ways to edúcate students in using videos

in order to make an important tool for learning the new language instead of

students imagine a situation, they can listen to and watch it through a video,

it is a more real way to improve the skills in the second language leaming.

Students should understsnd that video is an extremely dense médium, which

incorporales a wide variety of visual elements and a great range of audto

activities in spoken language and it must be used in an appropríate way, not

for wasting time.

3.5 Make the video an integra! part of the course

The true potentiaf of videos in tanguage learning is only achieved when it is

used as an integral part of the dass, If someone is pianning to use video as

supplementary material, it is sure that the sequence fits in with the overatl

goals of the class. One way to do this is to bring in the video to introduce or

to expand a theme or topic that is a part of the curriculum or as a

complement part of the textbook. It does not matter what is the topic of the

class, it is usefui to use the first minutes in order to introduce this with a

documental video or wrth a story that explains briefly the contení of the topic.

(Ríse and Stempleski, 1998)

It is important to use videos as an essential part of the class, the most

common use of videos is to introduce a topic, at the beginning of the unrt or
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the class, buí the video can also be used as a summary of the class, so a

video can be a parí of a class in any time reaching the most comfortabíe and

entertaining moments. Teachers shouki familiarize with the material that

they will use, treat the video material seriously as any other language

teaching material in order to use it as a useful tooi.(Methodo!ogy in Language

Teaching, 2002, page 365)

3,6 Treat the video as both a visual and an audio text

Susan Stempleski states that "A video sequence is a text, somewhat like a

language-presentation passage in a book or a dialogue on an audiocassette.

However, whereas the most important element in a written passage or on an

audiocassette is usualty the words, a video sequence contains no only

words, but visual etements( and often sounds effects and music) that provide

essential evidence on behavior, character and context, which are not usually

on the scripts/ (Methodology in Language Teaching, 2002, page 366)

When a teacher plans his/ her tessons has to consider the video itself not just

the video as a script It is important and necessary to test the degree of visual

support in a video sequence by viewing it first ¡t can be watched with the

sound tumed off, then the video shoutó be played atoud two or three times

until the students get the main idea and some details fro the video.

It is very important and necessary for students or people that are learning a

new language to see and hear a video sequence severa! times unless they

are extraordinarity gifted and at near- native levéis of language proficiency so

the students shouid be abíe to understand the situation, identify characters
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and observe and recall the language and other features of the video ¡n any

dstaií. ín most of srtuation students are usuaífy happy and interest to view a

wel! chosen sequence again, speciatly if they have been provided with a

variety of viewing activities that requires them to focus carefully on the video,

such as cultural differences, body ianguage, vocabulary or language models,

also another important aspect is to present the activities to the students

before each viewing in order to focus their attention on a particular task.

(Methodotogy in Language Teaching, 2002, page 366)

The use of videos for teaching EFL is important but the most important thing

is the way the teacher applies the materials in order to make the video an

integral part of the classroom, when a teacher wants to introduce a new topic

or just when the teacher wants to reinforce the class. A video is more active

than a speech from the teacher because it has visual etements and audio

text that help students understand in an easier way the topic presentad by

the teacher.
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CONCLUSIONS

The study of English is very important because a tot of peopte around the

wortd communicate through this tanguage and rt is necessary for teacners to

appty new maíenals or tools in order to make the leaming process easy and

it is essential to active the students minds using interesting techñiques as

the video.

Teachers and students nave different roles in the leaming process, so the

leaming is noí just the teacher's responsibility, this process involves aiso

student's work.

The use of vídeos in the EFL ciassroom has reached many goals in recent

years, also the use of them is increasing around the educative field because

of the important benefits that cause in students can nave.
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RECOMMEDATIONS

Every teacher has to took for the best way to wake up students' interest.

Nowadays there is a vanety of new íechnologies that help teacher to do the

learning process easier than in the past.

It is necessary for all teachers to keep up dating every day especially on the

internet where we can find a lot of new useful information that couid be

importan! for teachers and also for students.

Students leam more when they nave contact wtth the toptc, one way is the

use of videos that show the real stories and impact students, that is the

recommendation for all teachers to apply videos in the EFL classroom

because rt is a useful tool to catch students' attentton.
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